Suitable for virtually any architectural requirements including public spaces and home use

Ideal for indoor or outdoor applications from basic installations to large-scale, complex projects

Finish options including frameless glass for the ultimate in luxury for upscale commercial applications

Savaria™ V-1504 Vertical Platform Lift

VERSATILITY FOR ANY APPLICATION

The Savaria V-1504 vertical platform lift is built to carry a wheelchair and passenger safely up and down one or more levels.

Suitable for installations in public and commercial buildings, as well as private homes, this Savaria lift features an extremely versatile design that can be configured and customized to suit virtually any project requirements and aesthetic needs. From the rugged outdoors, to the most luxurious office tower lobbies, the Savaria V-1504 lift is ready to serve with its reliable performance, ease of use and range of finish options.
SAVARIA™ V-1504 VERTICAL PLATFORM LIFT

The Savaria V-1504 vertical platform lift is available in a range of base models, all with options and configurations available for customization to your needs. Please consult your local skilled Savaria dealer for complete details and local requirements for installation compliance.

STANDARD (V-1504 STD)

Ideal for basic commercial applications and home use, this lift can be used indoors and outdoors to travel a standard 48” with 2 stops or optionally more distance and stops. The standard unit can be custom enclosed on site by your local installer, or built inside a hoistway.

Order the V-1504 in your choice of powder-coated finish from our standard color selections, or optionally in a custom color. Popular for use in schools, places of worship and other public spaces, the standard model can be outfitted with a range of options to suit the installation need.

Every Savaria V-1504 model is driven by our reliable hydraulic system and can be configured just for your needs. The lift travels up and down a rail system enclosed in the lift tower. The tower is supported with attachment to an existing wall or through a constructed hoistway. Because the drive system is contained within the lift tower, no additional machine room is required for installation.

SMOOTH HYDRAULIC 2:1 CHAIN DRIVE SYSTEM

The lift provides a high efficiency, reliable and comfortable ride.

LARGE PLATFORM FOR EASY ACCESS

The standard platform is 36” by 54” (ADA compliant), and custom platforms are also available. The non-skid surface provides added safety.
**FLEXIBLE DESIGN**
Configure up to 23’ of travel distance* with up to four stops, with a full range of entrance and exit configurations available.

**EXTENSIVE FINISH OPTIONS**
Choose standard beige powder coat, select from the optional color finishes, or even request your own custom color. Enclose your lift with acrylic or glass panels.

**ALUMINUM/ACRYLIC MODEL (V-1504 ALPE)**
This enclosed model uses aluminum and acrylic inserts and top dome with corrosion-resistant steel components, making it ideal for outdoor applications. Optionally, this model can be ordered with tempered or laminated glass panels. The active ventilation system keeps the inside comfortable and the gates and door can be motorized.

**LUXURY FRAMED (V-1504 LUX)**
Framed in 304 stainless steel finish No. 4, with tempered or laminated glass inserts, this lift is a beautiful complement for lobby areas, offices and public buildings.

**PRESTIGE FRAMELESS (V-1504 PRESTIGE)**
With half-inch structural tempered glass and no visible frame, this lift is the ultimate statement for creating barrier-free access in commercial applications.

**EMERGENCY BACK-UP SYSTEMS**
In addition to a manual lowering system, the lift features a DC battery powered lowering system for use in the event of a power failure. Optionally, a battery back-up operating system can be added to allow full functionality of the lift for emergencies.

**EASY OPERATION**
On-board controls operate the lift easily with constant pressure. Optional call/send stations can be added with or without key access. Add an optional joystick, 60 mm buttons, or additional operating panel to add even more flexibility for user needs.

**MACHINE ROOMLESS**
The Savaria V-1504 does not require a machine room to house the drive component, simplifying the installation process. Alternatively, the drive system can be located in a remote machine room for ultra-quiet operation.

* consult your authorized Savaria dealer for complete specifications applicable to your local code requirements
Savaria™ V-1504 Vertical Platform Lift

VERSATILITY FOR ANY APPLICATION

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
Platform gate, top landing gate, upper/lower landing door, emergency light and alarm, motorized door, frame-mounted, wall-mounted, recessed or free-standing call stations, public building package, outdoor package, battery back-up system for up/down operation, full battery operation (for home use only), fire-rated doors, wooden door with vision panel, automatic swing door operator, doors with glass or acrylic inserts, strike locks, weather resistant lock, telephone, ADA-hands free phone, folding seat and more.

SPECIFICATIONS

Applications
Residential (indoor/outdoor), Commercial (indoor/outdoor), consult local dealer for details

Capacity
750 lb (340 kg)

Maximum travel distance
23’ (7 m), 12’ to 14’ (3.65 to 4.26 m) in some jurisdictions

Platform sizes
36” x 54” (914 mm x 1371 mm) ADA-compliant, (customize up to 17.5 sq.ft./1.63 sq. m)

Nominal speed
20 ft/min (0.1 m/s)

Levels/stops
2 to 4 stops

Car access/configurations
Enter/exit same side, 90 degree exit, straight through enter/exit

Power supply
110 volt, 15 amp, single phase, 60 Hz

Drive system
2:1 roller chain, hydraulic

Motor pump
1 hp, gear-type

Controller
Relay logic

Emergency operation
Battery-operated lowering with automatic recharging system, plus remote access manual lowering valve

Rail construction
8’ modular guide rail assembly with roller guide shoes

Side guards
42 1/8” (1070 mm), 80” (2032 mm) optional

Finish
Powder coated steel beige, optional and custom colors available

Warranty
36 months parts, ask for details

For drawings, detailed specifications and a complete list of options for your Savaria V-1504 vertical platform lift, consult your local authorized Savaria dealer. To locate a dealer near you, visit savaria.com, or call us.

Talk to a Savaria dealer about how the V-1504 vertical platform lift can give you the access you need.

Authorized Savaria dealer:
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